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'Macro-economic planning, policy and development in the
Netherlands: 1918-1978'

Working out a lecture on macro-economic planning,
policy and development in the Netherlands during a period
of sixty years can be performed most conveniently by re-
viewing briefly the evolution of the Dutch economic-poli-
tical situation underlying the present one. Meanwhile,it
will be possible too to say a few specific things about
the technique, the tools and the institutions which are
involved in actual macro-economic planning in the Nether-
lands, especially after the Second World War.

For a general review of the Dutch economic~(and) poli-
tical developments,we like to start with the postwar period
from 1918 on. The first years after the First World War
(1918-1920) were used by the government, trade and industry
to arrive at a restoration of the economic-political situ-
ation of the period before 1914. In the strive for recovery~
the government(economic)interference consisted only of pas-
sive financial support which was needed by trade and in-
dustry. The State itself was dealing with its own financial
reorganization. From a theoretical point of view~one can
speak about a general deflation policy which seemingly led
to the desired prewar economic structure,in so far that
the problems like domestic price tensions, discrepancies
between saving- and investmentratios, governmental defi-
cits, disequilibrium of the balance of payments and a fal-
ling rate of exchange could be resolved,or at least could be
diminished for a great extent. This 'success' gave rise
ultimately to the restoration of the 'Gold-Standard' system,
followed by a governmental 'laisse~ faire~laisse~ aller'-
attitude supported by an upward movement of the domestic
and international trade-cycle. However,the latter develop-
ment broke down suddenly by the well-known 'crash' on
the New-York stock-exchangeRin 1929. Economic-historical
analysis afterwards learns that this break-down was one
of the main signals of an underlying structural change
of the social-economic situation that has taken place



during, after and because of the First World War. During

that time,the Western Countries should have recognized

the changes in the economic resource-allocating-mechanisms

and relations. Thís in consequence ofrfor ir.stance,a

diminishing role of the free-competition mechanism in the

functioning of the economic-political system, of an in-

creasing international economic specialisation,and of
contraversaries between economic powerblocs which resulted

in a big struggle for power. Besides,the aforementioned

enormous governmental financial help for recovery had

caused an irreversable situation in which trade and in-

dustry could not adjust to the genuine chanyes of the

economic structure through their own power any longer.

Up to 1933,the Dutch government tried to minimize the

negative effects of the 'Big Depression' helping trade
and industry only by means of''ad hoc4financial support,
still waiting for an automatic cyclical recovery. Thus,

whereas the Dutch authorities were still reasoning within

the theoretical framework of the 'classical' idea of the
business-cycle,the United States of America and Germany
anticipated already,in an intuitive way,on the 'modern'
idea of the business cycle by making an effective start
with active fiscal-policy measures in 1933. Meanwhile,the

United Kingdom and Sweden had introduced the flexible-ex-

change-rate system in 1931. However~the Dutch government
maintained the fixed-exchange-rate policy as a member
of the 'Gold-Bloc-Countries'. This lasted until the moment
that she tried to leave her strongly worsened international
trade position and depreciated the guilder in 1936.
The consequence was an upward movement in the domestic
bussiness-cycle. This tendency stopped immediately in

1937,under influence of the conjunctural downward movement

in main foreign countries like f.i. the U.S.A. During the

remaining years,until 1940,the Dutch governmental decisions

and actions were based on the same underlying conservative
ideas of the Anti-Revolutionary Colijn-cabinets which were
important already from 1933 on. Supporting-measures for
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trade and industry were all taken without having any clear
idea about the possibility to plan economic policy~targets
and to make active use of governmental policy-instruments.
The latter circumstances have resulted in an actual eco-
nomic development in the Netherlands,between the two
World Wars,which can be characterized as a long-term down-
ward movement of the Kondratieff-cycle going hand in hand
with irregular fluctuations and periodicity.
From a political point of view,one can conclude that accep-
tance of the Anti-Revolutionary Colijn-cabinets did not
mean a lack of resistance of the other political parties.
However,the acceptance of the economic-political measures
in the middle and late thirties, being not feasible from
an economic-theoretical and -practical point of view, was
merely possible in consequence of the existence of a big
division of opinion between the two other important Dutch
political parties,i.e. the Roman-Catholic State Party and
the Social Democratic Labour Party. This divergency con-
cerned especially the ideas about the framework of a new
social-economic order that had to be established,~and the
necessary social~economic and political measures that had
to be taken to attain such a'New-Deal'-situation.
In the field of macro-economic planning and economic policy,
we could say that a big lack of general agreement was de-
monstrated because of a small practical knowledge,and only
a few intuitive feelings,about necessary and possible ac-
tive conjunctural planning and policy-making by the govern-
ment. Of course, on one side,this circumstance resulted
automatically from a lack of sufficient theoretical know-
ledge of macro-economic policy management and of the
techniques, tools and institutions to be used. This was
true in spite of the publication in 1936 of Keynes' 'Gene-
ral theory of employment, interest and money'. On the other
side,the first steps were taken in the direction of the
'New Deal'-policy,stimulated at any rate by its scientific
base as Keynes' theory was. However,there was the negative
attitude from the side of trade and industry against active
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governmental economic-political interference. Besides~the
increasing international political tensions in the late
thirties meant actually that the barrier of the Second-
World War had to be taken before genuine progress in for-
ming and realizing of a'New-Deal'-policy could be made.

After the Second World War,from 1945 ur,til 1965,an
evolution has taken place which can be considered as a
process of convergency between all political parties with
respect to the aforementioned discrepancy of the philosophy
of life, as a main consequence of the lessons they had
drawn from the experiences of the 'Big Depression' and the
War. It resulted in compromises,consisting of the accep-
tance of the 'Global Macro-economic-planning-idea' and
the restoration of the belief in the good-functioning of
the free-market-price mechanism for allocation of scarce
resources,by all the Dutch political groups. From now on,
the Dutch social-economic order aimed at can be qualified
as a'mixed-economic-system'in which the free-market mecha-
nism as well as an active governmental macro-economic policy
could be performed in harmoneous cooperation with the re-
presentatives of trade and industry.It means that these in-
stitutions play simultaneously the stimulating role in the
Dutch social-economic process. Last but not least, another
main reason for the possibility of active macro-economic
planning and economic policy in the Netherlands was of course
the availability of the necessary techniques, tools and advisory
institutions elaborated and~or established,aand still to be
implemented,from the time that economic- and computational-
theoretical.thinking allowed for this (R)evolution.
Actual economic policymaking had become, and still is in
the present seventies, an interdependent process of consul-
tation between government, parliament, trade and industry,
supported by the advisory institutions and ~ommittees,that
should give the necessary correct information, as far as
possible, on which active economic policy mar.agement can
be based. Let us mention a few important social-economic
advisory institutions or committees. ,



1. The Central Bureau of Statistics,that publishes
annually the National AccountsECOntaining a sys-
tematic framework of quantitative descriptions
of the formation, distribution and spending of
the Dutch National Income,thereby distinguishing
different categories of production and consumption.

2. The Central Planning Bureau, well-known by its
annual Macro-economic Outlooks and Central Economic
Plans, containing both the figures wi.th respect to
the social-economic development in the past as
well as in the near future,and set up originally
within the Tinbergenian framework with target,
irrelevant, instrumental and predetermined variables.
The most important figures are concerned with the
one-year forecasts~thereby distinguishing prognosis-
and planning-figures postulating unchanged respec-
tively changed governmental policy-plans for the
near future. With regard to the econometric models
which are being used for the mentioned forecasts,
we can detect an evolution from a static model?pu-
blished in 1955, a revised and dynamic version of
the latter model in 1961, the more refined model 63-DR
to the model 69-C,being published in 1970 and con- 0
taining variables as Harrod technical progress-vin-
tage production, the domestic-cost-level for explan-
ning the level of Dutch exports, the governmental
expenditures, the capital account etc. Whereas fore-
going models might be qualified as demand- or Keyne-
sian-oriented models, the so-called vintaf-models,
elaborated and actually used at the present time,
show a much stronger integration of supply- and demand-
factors for forecasting the relevant policy-variables,
including those of a vintage-production-capacity as
well as the occupation degree of this latter
variable,for explaining unemployment.
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3. The Dutch Central Bank, that plays an active role
too in the field of executive policy-making, pu-
blishes its annual reports~describing, analysing
and planning monetary developments in the future.
Moreover,they contain retrospective reflections
on the monetary developments.

4. The Finance Department{that publishes the Annual
National Budget Notes, giving insight in the finan-,
cial position of the State,land besides it gives
a survey of the governmental financial economic-
policy plans in the near future.

5. The Social Economic Council,that publishes annual-
ly different reports of which we mention especial-
ly those coming from the Committee of Economic
Experts,containing profound analysis of conjunctural
and structural social-economic problems in the pre-
sent, in the future as well as in the past.

Returning to our general review of the Dutch economic-
political development after the Second World War,we recall
a same strive for recoverysup to 1950~1ike we saw during the ear-
ly years after the First World War. Of course,the measures
that had to be taken after 1945 were different,because the
Netherlands had been actively involved in the Second World
War contrasted with their passive position in the first one.
Recovery of the normal functioning of the social-economic
system took place rather quickly in consequence of a deli-
berate~concerted action between government, parliament, trade
and industry,whereas this co-operation was stimulated in an
extensive way by the Marshall-planfunds. From 1950 until
1965,a11 plans and actions were aimed (or at least were
meant to be aimed) at the attaintment of the main social-
economic targets which were formulated in 1948 by the Social



Economic Council viz.:

1. a sufficient rate of economic growth
2. full employment
3. a sound balance of payment~
4. price-stability
5. a reasonable distribution of incomes.

In view of the aforementioned social-economic targets{one
must admit that the realised economic development in these
fifteen years has been rather successfull. For,the Dutch
economy was actually dealing with a long-term upward cycli-
cal movement influenced by a favourable international
trade-cycle~and combined with a growing competitive power
of the Dutch exports on the world-market. Fram an economic-
theoretical point of view~,we might conclude that the active go-
vernmental macro-economic planning and policy were rather
succesfull too. Tuning the plans of trade and industry,
we detect a gradual change from an anti-cyclical budget-
and fiscal policy to an anti-cyclical structural budget-
policy,supported by~ad hoc~policy measures dealing with
State expenditures, the extent of government-employment,
direct and indirect tax incidences, investmer.tsubsidies and
so on.
However,,at about 1963~1965,situations changed and history
seems to repete itself. In contrast with the ~roubles during
and after the 'Big Depression' in the thirties,we see now
that the attained 'Welfare State' of the middle sixties
is going to show her own specific problems,especially
in the fields of the environment and energy. Besides,the
social-psychologicaltendency to let people have more in-
fluence on and participation on all levels of the polítical
and social-economic process, is playing a growing role.
In these days we see,on one side,a demand for more decentra-
lisation of the governmental power and interference. However,
one can not speak already about a general strive for restora-
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tion of the ancient 'market-democracy'. On the other side,
a growing demand for governmental interference exists in
so far as it concerns the fields of environmental pollution,
energy, investments etc.tand perhaps we can speak in the
latter case about a greater strivefor more 'budget-demo-
cracy'. Meanwhile,there was still another movement crossing

, both tendenciesKViz. the Trade Unions, performing their role
- in the process of social-economic consultation,especially

concerning the annual wage- and price-increases and the
conditions of employment, did not accept anymore the prin-
ciple of harmony as a basic point of consultation. The ideas

.~ of harmony~and of a deliberate tuning of the plans,were re-,
placed by the idea of coalition or conflict as a base for
the annual negociations about collective-wage-agreements.lj
Trade Unions were convinced of the real existence of con-
flicting interests between employees and employers,the latter
ones are considered as the representatives of the sharehol-

~ ders~especially within the process of formation and dividing
national income. From the early seventies on~these conflic-
ting interests are not thought to be relevant alone between
these two social-economic 'partners' of the so-called 'market-

.X sector'~jBut,as we shall demonstrate hereafzer,the 'non-market-
sector'~,including the government-budget-sector,should be
recognized too as a serious opponent in the process of di-
viding the total market-sector income which is,of course,
the ultimate base of collective expenditures of the non-

~ market-sector.3~
Whereas the pre-1965 period shows a steady-growing riational

, income, growing exports, investments and real-wages,combined
with a moderate degree of price-increases, from 1965 on,the,

.,. Dutch economy is dealing with big wage- and price-explosions,
followed by a serious stagflationary process in the present

..,.. seventies~being extra-stimulated by a downward trade-cycle
which has been merely caused by the Opec-energy crisis in
1973.
In spite of a lower degree of wage- and price inflation in

-- 1978,the mentioned stagflation-process still lasts nowadays.
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Ultimately,this process in the Netherlands should be recog-
nized as the mere result of the roll-over processes caused
by(and again causing themselves)the wage-and priceexplosions
from 1965 on. After 1970,in consequence of the attitude of
a non-acceptance of the strongly increasing collective

~` charge pressure,it enlarged even further4~The mutual inter-
dependency in the social-economic process of the phenomena
of wage- and priceexplosions, roll-over-mechanisms, a strong-
ly increasing collective charge pressure, accelerating
scrappage of unprofitable capital goods and enterprises,
a constant- worsening of the competitive power of the Dutch
exports on the world market (between 1963-1975 with a total
percentage of 35),and of the strongly diminishing invest-
ments,icombined with the mentioned downward movement of the
international trade -cycle~are responsable for the Dutch
social-economic situation nowadays. At the present,we have
an official number of visible unemployment of about 225 000
which boils down to an unemployment-percentage of five with
respect to a total number of workers of about four and a
half million. However,the latter figures seem to be only
one of the many reasons of the mentioned strong increase of
the collective charge pressure (including the social pro-
visions) with about a percentage of more than 20 during the
last fifteen years. Actually,the strong~-rising collective
charge,~ressure should be understood as a logical result from
the existing discrepancy between the actual increase of the
number of active income-earners in the market-sector (trade,

,;~- industry etc.)on one side,and the actual increase of the
total number of income-earners in the non-market-sector on
the other side,including the unemployed ~,~orkers and per-
sons unable to work,being all still entitled to get an in-
come. Taking into account,that the latter persons are to
be supported by means of the necessary social provisions,
and considering the number of governmental and semi-govern-

..~- mental workers to be paid,we might conclude,that the non-
market-sector has performed,from 1965 on,the task as a
catching-up mechanism for the increase of the total number

~ of persons who are entitled to get an income,whether they
í'



work actively in thïs sector,or not. If we realize~that

the latter number amounts to one and a half per~ent per year
on the average and,besides,if we take into account an annual
net-pushing-out percentage of active workers in the market-
sector (agriculture, trade and industry) of about a half
point on the average,than we can understand the serious
annual catching-up percentage of the non-market-sector of
about four points on the average,accumulating ultimately in
an annual collective charge pressure of fifty~five percent
of total national income (including the government wages).

Furthermore,the Dutch economy is dealing with a percen-
tage of inflation of seven. These circumstances do raise
nowadays a general demand for a stop of the roll-over pro-
cesses,,and of the exagerated rises in wage-, price- and
collective charge pressure-levels themselves. The Dutch
economic order should arrive again at an'économie concertée'
rather than an 'économie orientée' or an 'économi.e dirigée',
where government, trade and industry can tune their plans
in a more likely way than we saw in the near past. Howevert
in view of the mentioned targetsyformulated by the Social
Economic Council{and to be accomplished nowadays with the
targets of a sound environment and a moderate use of energy
and natural resources,the strive for recovery seems to be
merely wishfull thinking. In spite of a desire of more
harmony with the social-economic decisionmaking-processt
and the availability of implemented advisory institutions,
techniques and tools for actual conjunctural, structural
as well as regional economic planning and policy,we have to
realize~that the open Dutch economy has meant in the past~
and still is in the present days~a circumstance in which
the many efforts for solving the Dutch eco nomic problems
are easily counteracted by foreign countries~in a way
analagous to that we had to see in the thirties. The social-
economic situation was different of course,~in so far~that we
are dealing nowadays with a Dutch 'Welfare State'~especial-
ly characterized by its social provisions. It remains how-
ever~that with respect to the total number of inactive
workerstexceeding ten percent with respect to the total
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number of inen who c~auld be productive or active in one
way or another, the situation of the 'Big Depression' is
still actual now.

- During the thirties~the responsible policymakers per-
formed a general deflation policy aiming particularly at
solving the problem of big unemployment. It consisted of a

' strive for low domestic wage- and pricelevels,lcombined with
the maintenance of the gold-standardsystem and the ignorance
of budget-and fiscal policy. Doing so~it could only lead
to a constant-worsening relative position of the Dutch exports

- on the worldmarket,in so far an upward movement in the inter-
national trademarket was merely governed by the flexible-
exchange-rate countries. For, the logical consequence of the
mentioned policy-measures was a constant proczss of actual
depreciation of the relevant flexible-exchange-rate,curren-

~ cies~and by this an effective appreciation of the guilderf
probably overcompensating the lowered internal pricelevel of

, the Dutch exports to such an extent.ithat a constant increase
of their relative international price position with respect

- to the exports of the outer-gold-bloc-countries,could take~
place.
The ultimate constant decrease of foreign effective demand
for Dutch products was not compensated by higher levels of
domestic effective demand. On the contrary, the total in-

- ternal effective demand was extra-detoriated,because of a~
-. negative impact on it}in consequence of the ultimate-lowered
-. real wagelevels and of a lack of extra~governmental-demand.

So,the serious problems of unemployment remained unsolved.
,,~. During the present days,the Dutch policymakers aim again~

-. at a diminishing unemploymentnumbersand besídes they try
to realize a downward movement of the rate of inflation
within a framework of international exchange-rates analogous

" to that in the thirties. For, the Netherlands~remaining a,
.,~,, member of.the Snake-arrangement-countries in which the
~. fixed~xchange-rate,~system is ruling, deal on the world-

market with important competitive exports from those coun-
~~ tries who introduced again the flexible-exchange-rate system, rleaving off.the Snake-bloc in the early and present seven-



ties. The extent to which the Dutch stagflationary process
can be stopped, making use thereby of the policy of wage-
and pricemoderation,combined with deliberate budget- and
fiscal policymeasures,depends on different factors actually
working nowadays,f.i.

1. A preliminary constancy of the bad relative posi-
tion of the Dutch export~ on the worldmarket~built
up already in the late sixties and early seven-
ties,merely governed in those days by fixed-ex-
change-rate-Snake countries. It cannot be broken
down nowadays,in so far the international~trade,
market is ruled by the exports and imports of
important flexible~exchange-rate countries like
the U.S.A., U.K.,France and Italy leaving off
the Snake-bloc.

2. The aforementioned bad position of the export~
sector,excluding the natural gassector~can be
even worsened because of a constant tendency of
appreciation of the guilder in,consequence of
the constant exports of Dutch natural gas to
outer-Snake-countries.

3. In so far the Dutch relative export position can
be improved regarding the member-Snake countries
like the Benelux and West-Germany,its real meaning
for growing Dutch exports will merely depend on
the question to what extent the latter countries
desire to grow,or actually can growytaking into
account too the present downward movement of the
international tradecycle.

4. In order to maintain,at least,the level of domestic
effective demand the policy of moderating wages and
prices should be combined with suitable governmen-
tal budget- and fiscal policies. However, the re-
sulting degree of deficit-spending will be bounded,~



on one sidenby the already obtained high degree
of governmental deficits with respect to national
income and~on the other side~because of its in-
flationary nature counteracting one of the main
objectives of the .moderating price-policyt
i.e. lowering the rate of inflation,a strive which
seems to have success already nowadays if we com-
pare the rates of inflation of the last fifteen
years with that of the estimated five percent in
1978.

Let we finish this lecture with a few concluding remarks
about the present and the early future:

A. The present main problems of unemployment and
inflation have been caused by and sometimes have
caused themselves:

1. Wage- and priceexplosions from 1963~1965 on,f
combined with strong-working roll-overmechanisms.
From the early seventies~the same phenomena be-
came clearly manifest~combined with a strong-
increasing collective charge pressure, an accele-
rating scrappage of unprofitable capitalgoods
and~or whole enterprises (many of them vanished
too in consequence of a structural lack of com-
petitive power against the same-product-making
foreign enterprises~land besides a constant wor-
sening of the competitive power on the world-
market of the total Dutch exports,excluding theinatural gassector.

2. A downward movement of the international trade-
cycle~merely beComing manifest after the ener-
gy-crisis~in 1973.

3. An unstable international monetary environment
in which the open Dutch economy has to operate.



B. In the early futureNthe Dutch policymakers are
seemingly left with the only choice to continue
their policy of moderated wages and prices and
of deliberating budgetary and fiscal policy-mea-
suresrthereby striving succesfullyrat least~
for a diminishing rate of inflation. Regarding
the problem of unemployment,Fthey can only hope for a
recovery of the international monetary stability
and a considerable upward movement of the inter-
national trade-cycle.

1) Collective-wage-agreements are the collective
agreements,between the representatives of the
Trade-Unions and the employers' organisations~
to be served as a framework for the annual ne-
gociations,about primary and secondary conditions
of employment, on lower levels within a certain
industrial branche. They regard particularly the
real wage and the working-hours in the one-year
future.

2) The total market-sector consists of the sectors
of agriculture, forestry, fishery, industry (in-
cluding buildingindustry) and services (exclu-
ding services that are paid by means of collec-
tive expenditures,f.i. the private medical care
services).

3) Collective expenditures of the non-market-sector
consist for a great deal of (semi)governmental
wages and material expenditures. Besides,the social-
provision transfers paid to individual persons
and~or households are included.



4) The collective charge pressure is the national
burden defined as the ratio between, on one
side, the (semi)goverrunental revenues (indirect
and direct taxes and natural gas revenues) and
the social-provision transfers paid by employees
and employers and, on the other side, the Net-
Pdational Income~including (semi)governmental ~"
wages and the natural gas rever~iies .
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